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SUMMARY , 

Between Janua~ 1962 and June 1965, gravity aotivities in Australia 
have steaiily inoreased. With the continued use of helicopters for transport, 
the ooverage of the continent haa improved substantially, espeoially in oentral 
Australia and ~eensland. 

'rhe basio gravity ;referenoe network was adjusted in 1962 using 
existing JJ\sasuremente. \ In 1964 » the 'isogal survey' was made, in whioh a 
lig~t air or aft was used to transport three gravity meters along lines of 
app;roximateiL1 oonstant observed gravity, enapling a more acourate network to be 
established. Looal oalibration ranges have now been established at nine 
oentres, 

. ~ absolute determination of ~avi ty by a rise ani .fall method is 
in progreea at the National Standards Laboratory in Sydney ... 

. A set of Japanese pendulum apparatul3, manufaotured to the design 
of the Geographioal Survey Institute of To~o,waspurohased in 1962, but 
results to date have not been satisfaotory •. It is believed that the trouble is 
due to the pendulum knife-edges an4 bearing. plates. 

Further gravity measurements have been made in Antarotioa, on 
qoe~:1,Q islands, a,nd on the oontinental shelf l> Stwiies of the' performanoeof 
gravity meters have shown Bome unexpeoted results, az:d. these are being further 
invest 19$te4 ~ . . . 

Alitomatio Qomp\1ting is being used inoreasingly in prooessing and 
. interpret1n6gravity data., At the'Sout,h Australian Institute of Technology, 
oaloulations of iaoetatioanomalles, geoid heights, and. defleotions of the 
vertioal are in progrese, ' 

'"' ; 
:, ' 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This report is intend,ad for presentation at the meeting of the 
International Gravity Commission of the International Association of Geodesy, 
to be held in Paris in September 1965. 

Previous national reports were prepared by Dooley ( 1959) and Langron 
(in preparation) 0 The present report covers activities for the period from 
January 1962 to June 1965. 

, Acknowledgment is made for information sl.lppHed 'oy the National 
Starrlards Laboratorr of the Commonwealth Soientific and Industrial Research 
Organisation (CSIRO)~ Sydney, the Physics Department of the South Australian 
Institute of Technology; the Universities of Tasmania and Sydney; the Mines 
Departments of South Australia and New South Wales; arrl numerous petroleum 
exploration companieso 

2. RIDIONAL GRAVITY SURVEYS 

Since 1959, one of the main features of the improved regional gravity 
coverage in Australia has been the use of helicopters by the Bureau of Mineral 
Resources, Geology and GeophySics, (BMR) in an attempt to cover most of the 
potential oil basins and ultimately the whole of the continent. This work was 
done initially by the BMR itself, using chartered helicopters1 but since 1962 
the whole survey has been let out on contra-cto 

The surveys have progressed to' a st~e now where between thirty and 
forty sheets of the national 18250~OOO map series are covered per year1 each' 
sheet covering one degree of lat i tude by one ani a half degrees of longi tud,e 0 

Station spacing is approximately on a seven~mile grid. Heights are obtained 
by barometrio observations, and. a network of spirit-level stations is estab..., 
lished in the area to be covered to act as tie stations. The areas covered so 
far are shown in Plate 1 and include a belt through oentral Australia and a 

.w large part of Queenslando POSitions are obtained from thei identification of 
stations on aerial photographss whioh are used for navigation. A description 
of the method has been given by Vale (1962) and Hastie and Walker (1962). 

Many other important contributio~s to the gravity coverage of Aust-' 
ralia have been made by private oompanies operati,ng under the Petroleum Search 
Subsidy Aots, under which approved oil-search surveys are subsidised by the 
Commonwealth. The Commonwealth pays a,proportion of the cost of the survey 
and~ i,n return, results are made available to the Commonw(3al th ani may be 
published six months after the completion of the survey. In ad,dition, many 
companies have willingly contributed results of surveys that have'not b~en 
subsidised, or~ at least, parts of the results that are necessary for inclusion 
in the gravity map of Australia,o 

Important contributions have also bean made by State Governments and 
Universities 0 In particular~ the University of Tasmani,a has carried out surveys 
in Tasmania, and also in the 'Territory of Papua and New Guinea, where they 

,were cooperating with the United States Army Mapping Service, the BMR? and the 
Division of National Mappi,ngo Helicopters were used for transport in this 
survey~ but the primary purpose of the helicopters was for establishing geo
detio survey stations ,in New Guineao The resulting ooverage is not so evenly 
spaced as in helioopter surveys that are especially designed for gravity work. 

The BMR has been compiling all available results of gravity surveys 
throughout Austr,aUa into a gravity ma.p of Australia. 

30 GRAVITY REFERENCE NErWORK 

In'the' process of this compilation it became clear that there were 
many problems in tying the various surveys together? as they had been based on 
different datums and aome companies had used calibration factors that did not 
agree with t~ose generally adopted Q 
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The first attempt at establishing a gravity reference network 
throughout Australia was made in 1950=519 when 59 stations were established, 
more or less evenly distributed throughout the continent9 with the Cambridge 
pendulums (Dooley et aI, 1961)0 However? in recent years it became 
increasingly apparent that there were many discrepancies between the various 
stations of this survey, and it was felt necessary to establish the values 
more accurately. 

Between 1950 and 1959~ many visits were made by overseas observers, 
prinoipally from the University of Wisconsin, with both gravity meters and 
pendulums, and a large number of readings were made at several stations well 
ciistributed in latitude throughout Australia. 

In 1962 adjustments were made to the gravity values at the original 
pendulum stations, based on all the available ties by. overseas and local obser
vers;the adjustments were made at the original pendulum stations because these 
stations had been used for some time for tying local surveyso The available 
information is shown in Plates 2, 3, and 4. Plate 2 shows the original 59 
pendulum stations and also the pendulum ties that have been made between them 
by observe~s since 1951. Plate 3 shows the ties that have been made w~th gravity 
meters by overseas observers between these stations. Plate 4 shows ties that 
have been made by looal observers, prinoipally the BMRe Although many oompanies 
and other authorities have made gravity surveys, few of the surveys have been 
made on a soale suffioient, or under conditi.ons suitabJ.e,for establishing, 
between pendulum stations, ties that could be used in adjusting the networko 

The local work includes a survey made in 1960-61 by the BMR with the 
I 

special intention of making ties between fifteen pendulum stations in the eastern 
states (Flavelle, in preparation). It was originally intended to make an 
adjustment after oarrying out this survey, but loop closures showed that the 
4esired aoouraoy was not obtained 9 and the more comprehensive readjustment of 
1962 was undertakeno 

Measurements by observers from Wisconsin University~ Expeditions 
Polaires Franoaise, University of California, Los lL~geles, and the Geographical 
Survey Institute of Japan have also been used in the readjustment ~ 

The method used (DooleY9 1965a) was to ascribe 9 on some arbitrary 
datum, gravity values to all stations visited d~Ting a survey. The datum was 
then adjusted so that the average departure of these· values from the pendulum 
values was zero~ (This procedure was necessary because all sUl~eys did not have 
a oommon datum)Q All the gravity values at a station were then averaged to give 
an approximate value of gravity for the station~ The correlation of observed f 

values for eaoh survey with the corresponding average values was calculated to 
determine a oalibration factor adjustment where necessary. Each survey (or in 
some oases a group of surveys) was then assigned a weight according to its 
root-mean-square'departure of observed values from average values. A second 
approximation was then obtained, using the new calibration factors and calculating 
a weighted average for each stationo The oalibration factors and weights were 
re-determined in relation to the second ~verage9 and a third approximation was 
calculated by the same procedure. The changes between the second and third 
approximations were found to be small enou.gh to indioate that another repetition 
of the prooedure was not warranted .. 

Estimated standard errors were determined from a consideration of the 
total weight of all observations at each station, and of the residual departures 
of observations -at each stationo These represent errors in the relation of the 
. gravity value at a station to the network as a whole, and not in absolute values. 
Fifteen stations have an accuracy of 001 milligal, twelve have an accuracy of 002 
milligal,and sixteen have an accuracy of 003 milligalQ The standard errors in 
the remaining fourteen stations range from 004 to 007 milligal. 

• 
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An essential by-product of the adjustment is a revision of the gravity 
aster oalibration ,factors used by the BMRo Wherever possible~ BMR surveys were 
related to the F.erntree Gully-Kallista calibration range? using the adopted value 
of 55060 milligals" The resulting adjustment necessaI'".f for this group of BMR 
su.rveys is to increase the calibration faotors by 106 parts in 1000? iceo to 
apply a correction factor of 1000160 This figure has a sta:nd,ard devlation of 
about 0.2 parts per 10000 

Connections to Christchurch~ Singapore, and Tokyo were inc uded in 
the adjustmento Values for these stations relative to the Australian network 
were determined so as to facilitate readjustment of the network when the first
order world gravity network is adjusted by the Internatlonal Association of 
Geodesy. 

As the result of the 1962 adjustment 1 a reasonably accurate chain of 
stations was es-tablished along the east coast of Australia$ 

As the next phase in establishing an accurate national reference 
network, a survey known as the C":isogal survey' was made in 1964 (Barlow? in 
preparation) 0 The principle used was to survey a sories of lines roughly east·
west acrose Australia with gravity meters? each line following an isogal? ioe., 
in this oase~ a line of appro,ximately equal observed gravity values. In this 
w~? errors due to unoertain calibration factors of the gravity meters are 
minimised 0 EaOh line was selected BO that the gravity values of the stations 
along it were within the small dial range of the gravity meters g that is about 
50-60 milligals~ A ohartered light airoraft was used to transport three gravity 
meters (sometimes four) and an observer between base stations at intervals of 
about 100 miles. Gravity meter drift was established 'by flying each tie with 
at least two repeats? i.e. in 'the form ABAB; if satisfactory results were not 
obtained from the first flight 9 the observ'er was instructed to make an additional 
repeat. In general? very few additlonal repeats were necessary. Repeat obser
vations we~e obtained at eaoh station within two or three hours. The paths 

.,,' covered by the survey and the stations established are shown in Plate 5. 

At each base station? ties were made to as many existing gravity 
surveys as possible and addHional excentres were established where oonvenient. 
The oomplete survey took about ei,ght months and inoluded ties to Tasmania. It 
is proposed that several more east-west tra;lTerses in central and western Australia 
will be flown in 1966 in order to comp1ete the networko Possibly some north
south traverses in oentral and western Australia will also be flowno 

It is believed that? as an attempt to establish systematically a 
uniform network of base stations over a whole continent, this kind of survey is 
unique 0 

In early 1965? a visit was made by United States Air Force observers 
oarrying four geodetic gravity meters? which were read along a chain of stations 
from Darwin down the east coast of Australia and to New Zealand? and then back 
along the same routeo An observer from the BMR travelled with this party with 
a fifth La Coste & ~omberg geodetio gravity metero Results of these observations 

. have improved the aoouracy of the east-coast chain? and these have been combined 
with the results of the ~60gal suxvey 1to establlsh values for the reference 
stations throughout Austral:i.ao Results to date indicate a standard error of 00.1 
milligal in the gravity value at a station relative to the basic east-west traverse 
that passes through that stationo A standard error in the gravity value at a 
station relative to the network as a whole is expected to be about 002 milligal. 

Approximately 95% of the gravity surveys in Australia are already tied 
to the new network and nearly all of the remainder will be tied during 19660 
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49 ABSOLUTE l~SUREMENT OF GRAVITY 

G.A. Bell of the National Standards Laboratory, Sydney, is planning 
to make an absolute measurement of 'glo A body will be projected vertically 
upwards in a vacuum through two planes at a known vertical separation (about 
50 cm) and the time intervals will be measured between successive passages 
through eaoh planee The moving body is a metal corner reflector, which is 
on one ~rm of a Michelson interferometero The measurir~ planes are defined 
by mirrors :!on the second arm of the interferometer~ and the passage of"the 
corner reflector through the positions of zero path difference is indicated i 
by the occurrenoe of interference fr~nges in white l~ghto 

The fringes are detected by a photo-diode, the output from which 
is ~plified and. used. to operate a pair of counters; the output is also 
displ~ed on a cathodera;[ oscilloscope and photographed" By this technique~ 
the required time intervals can be measu,red with an accuracy of the order of 
20 nanoseoonds. -

The vertical separation of the stat~ons will be measured inter~ 
ferom~trioally uSing optlcal multiplioation or laser teohniques. 

5. PENDULUM MEASt.JREMENTS 

A set of quartz pendulums ani associated equipment waspurohased 
by the BMa in 1962 from Sokkisha Ltd of Japano These were manufaotured. 
aooording to the design of the Geographical Survey Institute~ Tokyo, (G.SoI,,) .. 

Measurements were made at Tokyo before shipment of the equipment 
and. 'at'Melbourne after del~very (Langron, in preparation) .. The pendulums and 
swingipg chamber were then returned to Japan'and a repeat measurement was made 
by Japanese observers using their own timing and associated equipment. On the 
return of the pendulums and swinging ohamber to Melbourne, a repeat Melbourne 
measurement was madeo The, results of this work showed a discrepanoy of about 
2t milligals from previously published values. ' 

, ,Six pendulum stations along the east coast of Australia were 
reoooupied during 1964, repeat readings being made at all stations (Shirley, in 
preparation). The gravity inter~als obtained differ considerably from the 
ourrently aooepted values, although each determination has a low mean error as 
estimated. from internaloonsistency.. The results indicate that the timing and 
other eleotronio oections of the equipment operate satisfactorily, but there is 
some alteration from station to station in the operating oonditions of the 
pendulums. ' The differenoe between the periods of two pendulums changes errati
oally between stations .. This suggests that the prime oause of the discrepancies 
is some anom~loua behaviour associated with the pendulums themselves, or with 
the knife-edges and supportso 

Micro .... profiles of the knife-edges show that one has a flat area, 
whioh m~ affeot the swinging.. The agate bearing plates have been tested. with 
optioal flats and some departures have been noted that ma;[ seriously affeot the 
results. Further investigations are in progresso ' 

Convenience of operation, reliability, and portability could be 
considerably improved by re-designing the electronic equipment? especially by 
the use of transistors and some changes in la;[-out. However, this will not 
affeot th~ aoouraoy of the timing, wh~oh appears to be adequateo 

, I 

-w 
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60 CALIJ3RATION OF GRAVITY METERS 

During 1960 and 1961, eight local gravity meter calibration ranges 
were established throughout Australia by the BMR, each with an interval of 50 
to 60 milligals g Gravity intervals for these calibration ranges were determined 
by using groups of at least three gravity meters calibrated between Ferntree 
Gully and Kallista in Victoriao The value of the Victorian calibration range 
was established, in the first plaoe?from pendulum stations established in 
Viotoria during the Cambridge pendulum survey of 1950-51 and was revised as 
a result of the 1962 adjustment of pendulum stations throughout Australia. 
The Ferntree Gully - Kallieta calibration range was replaced by a more con
venient one between Ferntree Gully and Ferny Creek in 1962. 

The results of the measurements at the stations have indicated the 
magnitude of variations in cal~bration factors of the gravity meters used, and 
an estimate of the aocuraoy of the measurement of each interval has been madeo 
Many small inoonsistencies appear to be present? but the accuracy of each cali
bration range relative to the others j.s estimated to be ± 0~02 milligal or 
±. 0.041~o rrhe establishment of these calibration ranges has been described by 
Barlow (1965), who gives station desoriptions, values for each range, and 
details of the measurements9 

A new gravity meter calibration range was established near Canberra 
in 1965, beoause of the transfer of the Geophysical Branch of the BMR to Canberra 
during 1965~ The nine centres ~n which gravity meter calibration ranges have 
now been established are Melbourne, Sydney~ Canberra~ Brisbane~ Adelaide, Perth, 
Hobart, Alioe Springs9 and Townsvilleo . 

During the calibra·tion range measurements, erratic changes have 
been deteoted in the oalibration factors of all gravity meters usedo These. 
changes do not appear to be oorrelated with temperature or internal or external 
pressure of the gravity meters. Changes of 0.1% have sometimes been observed 
in periods of less than one houro The effeot is being further investigated~ 
A La Coste & Romberg geodetic graYi ty meter appears to haye advantages over the 
quartz type of gravity meter in that the calibration factor is more constant 
with time, however, defects in the screw apparently cause some variations with 
latitude, and. drift tares need to be watohed. 

7 Q GRAVIT! MEASUREMENTS IN ANTARCTICA 

During 1962, 1963, and 1964, gravity measurements were made in 
Antarctica in association with seismic traverses for ice thickness deter
mination. This work was based on Wilkes and the positions of the traverses 
are shown in Plate 6. The 1962 work has been described by Walker (in preparation), 
and the 1963 work by Kirton (1965)0 

The gravity meters that were taken to Antarctica for the ice 
thickness work were also used to make ties between the Australian mainland and 
Antarcticao Langron (in preparation) has made a study of all the· Australian 
gravity measurements between Australia and Antarctica and has adjusted the values 
of the main base stations ~d stations along the coasto The values obtained have 
an acouraoy no better than ±. 5 to:l: .10 milligals because of problema associated 
with calibration over the range involved, establishment of drift of the gravity 
meters, and the effects of temperature. 

Pendulum measurements have been made by Strickholm (perso comm.) 
at Mawson and..py the Russians at Mi1'l'1\Y (Boulenger, p8rs. comm.); however, there 
are tares assooiated with these measurements and a reliable value cannot be 
obtained. Probably the most reliable v'alue to use as a base station in Antarctica 
for the adjustment of the Austral~an work was that established by Sparkmano This 
measurement was made with a La Coste & Romberg geodetic gravity meter oarried by 
plane from MoMurdo to Wilkes 0 It J.S hoped to make pendulum measurements when the 
BMR G05.I. equipment is working satisfaotorily. 
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80 GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS ON OCEANIC ISLANDS 

Gravity ties have been made to Australian Territorial Islands 
including Lord Howe Island, Nauru, Ocean Island 7 Christmas Island 7 and Cocos 
Island 0 These were made by BMR observers~ who visited the islands primarily 
to reoooupy seoular variation ~agnetio stations. The results of these gravity 
measurements have not yet been published. 

9. GRAVITY MEASUREMENTS AT SEA 

A contraothas been let by the BMR for a gravity survey using a 
La Coste & Romberg surface ship gravHy metere The survey will take place 
off Wyndham in the Timor Sea,north of Australiao Observations will be 
oontrolled by an underwater gravity meter, which will be read at periodic 
intervals. 

A gravity survey of Sto Vincent's Gulf, South Australia, was made 
by Beaoh Petroleum N.Lo (Sprigg & Stackler, 1965). A normal land gravity meter 
and an observer in a diving bell were lowered to the sea bottom to depths o~ up 
to 150 feeto Positions were surveyed by theodolite from the shore. The 
aoouraoy of the survey approached that of land surveyso 

10. PERFORMANCE OF GRAVITY METERS 

As a result of the measurements on calibration ranges, the 
'isogal' survey,' Antarctic measurements, and other field work, a large amount of 
data has been aooumulated that enables studies to be made of the performance of 
gravity meters over a wide variety of conditions and of the accuracy that can 
be e~peoted from them. The use of several gravity meters simultaneously on 
some' of these projeots has been especially valuable in this respect. 

In addition, some special projects have been undertaken to study 
the behaviQur of gravity meters under controlled conditionso On one occasion 
four gravity. meters were used continuously night and day for a period of about 
one week., .. " ,One gravity meter was alternatively kept stationary while the 
others ·were oarried back and forth between the two stations of the Melbourne 
oal.ibration rarige; every few hours the stationary meter was interchanged 
~ith one of the moving ones. 

,," ',' 
,:<'" , 

Experiments have also been made to study the effeots of temperature 
and pressure on gravity meters. Further tests are planned. 

" 11. AUTOMATIC COMPUTING OF GRAVITY DATA 

The BMR is making extensive use of automatic computing methods 
for the reduotion of gravity data (Langron, 1965). The main objectives are 
the reduotion of gravity data from various sources to a common datum, its 
integration i~to regional maps, and the rapid retrieval of data to meet a 
partioular requirement 0 

Programmes have been developed for a Ferranti 'Sirius' computer 
at MOnash University, Victoria, but the Control Data Corporation (CDC) model 
3600 computer of the CSIRO in Canberra will be used as soon as practicable 
after the Geophysical Branoh moves to Canberra in 19650 

Programmes have been developed for the reduc·tion of field barometric 
readings, the least-square adjustment of heights and observed gravity values, 
sorting of these results into a particular order, and for the final evaluation 
of free-air and Bouguer anomaly values with provision for up to five different 
densities in the Bouguer correctiono A programme for. the reduction of field 
data to the observed gravity stage, including corrections for drift and base
station values, is under development; it involves the application of poly
nomial and mean-slope techniques to the drift curveso It is expected to be 
finalised shqrtlyo 
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Field data are entered in specific form, principally to facilitate 
punohing-up arid retrieval of datao· The station is glven an eight figure number, 
the first four figures of whioh specify the year and the identifying serial 
number of the survey; the second four figures specify the individual stationo 
The method of entries will enable information to be retrieved for particular 
studies, e.g. long-term instrument behaviour, revision of values when new 
control data are available, averaging values for preparing regional maps, 
caloulation, of isostatic anomalles, statistical investigations, or geodetic 
caloulat ions. 

A two-dimensional cross-section analysis programme has been 
develop~d and used 'extensively for interpretatlve gravity reports. A three 
dimensi~nal analysis programme will be developed for the faster CDC 3600, 
whioh has a larger storage capacity_ 

Standard curves have been calculated for the gravity anomaly , 
due to a sloping fault for a number of dlfferent slopes and for various depth 
ratios of the top to the bottom of the fault plane. These have been prepared 
in standardised linear co-ordinates and also in bilogarithmic co-ordinates to 
faoilitate interpretation of this type of anomaly. 

Programmes have been developed by the South Australian Institute 
of Teohnology for use on the CDC 3600 for isostatic reductions and the 
oalculation of geoid heights and defleotions of the vertical from gravity 
anomalies. 

120 GRAVITY MAP OF AUSTRALIA 

The results of helicopter gravity surveys are plotted at a scale 
of 18250,000 on sheets of the national map system, each sheet covering one degree 
of latitude by one and a half degrees of longitude. Any other data from 
previous surveys are adjusted in accordanoe with the most recent base-station 

oW values and calibration data, and are then lncorporated in the map. Preliminary 
dyel1ne oopies of the maps are issued at this scale. They are later reduoed 
to half soale and printed at 13500,000. Eighty four maps have been printed to 
date. 

A revi~ed ~ouguer anomaly map of Australia is being prepared to 
incorporate all gravity data that has been revised as aboveo The map has been 
prepared on the basis of reduction of the 11250,000 scale Bouguer anomaly maps. 
As the densities used for the Bouguer correction in these maps vary from area 
to area, the resulting map is not prepared on the basis of a uniform density, 
but ohanges of denSity ooour in different areas. It is proposed t03prepare a 
map showing Bouguer ~omalies oalculated for a density of 2067 glom , and also 
free-air anomalymap$o 

The' oompiiedmap is being prepared at a soale of 112:,500,000 in 
four sheets, corresponding to the Tectonio Map of Australia prepared by the 
BMRo A reduoed veJ;'sion' is also being prepared on one sheet at a scale of 
apprOXimately 1112,500,000, or 1inoh .=.200 miles; on this map the main regional 
features oan be, seen > at, a glance o . 

. 130 RESEARCH IN PHYSICAL GEODESY 

,Researoh in physical geodesy is being carried out at the South 
Australian Institute at ,Technology under the direction of R.S. Mather in the 
following f:i,elds~ ". ,. 

, . (a) The' i~terpolation of gravity data to determine the best possible 
. v~lue,s for mean anomalies of one-degreee and half-degree 
squares from the available data, and the estimate of the 
probable error of the mean values adopted. 
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The use of Fourier Series to extend available gravity data 
over limited regions (where resort to spherical harmonics is 
is uneconomical) so as to obtain more complete field repre
sent at ions $ 

The processing of available gravity data to produoe close 
anomaly field maps and mean anomalies (with estimates of 
accuracy) for half-degree and one-degree squareso 

The use of correotly interpolated data to map the geoid by 
determination of N (separation of geoid and spheroid) and 
of S and '7 (defleotions of the vertioal) 0 

Pro~ress to date 

(iii) 

Programming (on CDC 3600 oomputer at Canberra) for effecting 
isostatic reduotions is now completeo Programmes are function
ing satisfactorilyo Mean heights have been estimated for one
tenth-of-a-degree squares for South Australia. 

Programmes are available for computing N, t 9 and. '? on CDC 
3600. Data are inoomplete for the fringe zones$ Computations 
wi~l begin on receipt of data from the BMRo 

The computation of mean anoma.1ies within South Australia is 
in progress and will be oompleted by the end of September 1965. 

(iv) . Investigations (i) and (ii) will. be commenoed in greater detail 
. now, as the Institute has taken delivery of its own gravity 
meter (Worden geodetic Noo 144)0 

Further geodetio projeots are envisaged, but~ providing staff require
ments are met, the above researoh should be completed by the end of 19660 

14. NATIONAL GRAVITY BASE STATION 

The National Gravity Base Station is at present looated in the BMR 
Geophysioal Laboratories at Footscr~, Melbourne. When the Geophysical Branch 
of the BMR moves to Canberra, the building in which the laboratories are 
housed will be used for other purposes9 and aooess to the base may no longer 
be feasibleo The problem then arises of designating a new National Baseo A 
site has not yet been seleoted, but could be in Melbourne, Sydney, or Canberra 
depending to some extent on the following considerations: 

Melbourne. Melbourne has been the ultimate reference base in 
Australia for all measurements for fifteen years. 
It has been visited by almost all international 

Sydney .. 

observers 0 . 

Gravity ties toa new site within a few milligals 
oould be made ao our at ely , and would not affeot ad
justments to the International First Order network 
in progress 0 

It is aocessible by sea and air, but is not an inter
national airport at presento 

Sydney is the major international airport in Australia 
and is aocessible by sea. Absolute determination of 
gravity is in progresso 

It has been visited by most international obs'ervers. 
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The differenoe from Melbourne is about 300 
milligals; it has been measured many times and 
shOuld be aoourate, provided the Australian 
m~lligal iaoorreoto 

Canberra is acoessible by air, but not ~o 
readily as Sydney or Melbourne 0 It is not 
aooessil;>le by sea • 

There have been ,no pendulum oonneotions with 
Canberra si~oe the BMR Cambridge survey of 1950-
51. ,Several gravity meter conneotions,to Melb
ourne have been made,but not so many as between 
Mel~ourne and Sydney. The differenoe from 
Melbo~~e is about 360 milligals. 

A National Base at Canberra would be oonvenient to the new BMR 
headquarters (tPa B~ does most of the gravity oontrol work)o However, the 
new :B1$ building appears to be unsuitable beoause of vibrations, and another 
sit'ewoul!i have to be s~leoted. It sho~ld be possible to ohoose a site in 
Oanbe~a with less interferenoe from industrial and traffio vibrations and 
miorose1smio aotivity than is possible in Melbourne or Sydneyo 

A site will be seleoted after seeking the advioe of the Inter
national G~avimetrio :Bureau and appropriate working groups • 
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